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Shock-Waves (Part II)
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on December 31, 2014
The Top Directors of Veterans Today were at the Damascus Conference on
Combating Terrorism and Religious Extremism December 1-2, 2014.

By Preston James
The shock waves of Gordon Duff’s speech at the Damascus Conference on
December 1-2, 2014 continue to reverberate around the world in almost
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every Security and Intel unit, and among the world’s top leaders and
diplomats.
These shock waves are generating numerous sophisticated counterespionage efforts for the very first time time among nations victimized by
state-sponsored terrorism; and these efforts are now directed at
combating the true cause of global terrorism, the large Organized Crime
Cabal (OCC).
The Historic keynote Address by Gordon Duff* and the follow-up Briefing
by Colonel Jim Hanke** were in part captured by Jim Dean*** who took
some historic video. Jim Dean gave numerous Syrian interviews.
Mike Harris**** also gave numerous Syrian interviews which reinforced
and supplemented Duff’s content.

Sixty-eight different Nations attended the Counterterrorism Conference
and 35 Nations had Official Representation at the conference.
The content of Gordon Duff’s and Colonel Jim Hanke’s speeches, as well as the
interviews by Jim Dean and Mike Harris, were quickly transmitted to almost every
top leader around the world.
For the first time in history numerous acts of Terrorism from around the
World were identified and ascribed to a large Organized Crime syndicate.
Before this conference, most of the world’s leaders and heads of their security and
Intel apparatuses viewed terrorism as unconnected acts. However, Duff and the
other VT Staff presented the hard cold fact that all world terrorism is linked to the
OCC, directly or indirectly.
Gordon Duff’s speech clarified for the first time ever publicly to this important group
of top diplomatic security and Intel experts that the root cause of the problem was
not terrorism, but actually a large organized crime problem.
Duff noted that an organized crime problem this large has never occurred anytime
before in history. He also clarified that this large organized crime syndicate is
responsible for terrorism all over the world.
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Duff explained that what is going on in Iraq and Syria with
ISIS/Daish is not terrorism, it is simply ORGANIZED CRIME.
World terrorism is the work of an International Organized Crime
Cabal (OCC) which has gotten control of the American Congress.
This is a large organized crime problem that must be understood
at its simple root cause. Duff identified this large OCC as Israeli,
and pointed out that this worldwide crime is on a scale never
experienced before.
Duff went even further when he identified those associated with the organized
crime syndicate who are responsible for starting ISIS/Daish, and this included two
American generals — McNierney and Vallely — and one sitting senator, McCain.

Folks are judged by the “friends” they
keep?
The Citizens United Supreme Court case opened the door to the complete
hijacking of Congress by the OCC. The court case was fixed and has had a
disastrous result.
In various guest appearances on Veterans Today news reports hosted by Stew
Webb, Duff has clarified that the OCC has been able to gain control over Congress
in the last national election in November 2014.
This power grab occurred largely because of the “Citizens United” court case
opened up the availability of large campaign contributions, which could be made to
“buy” and control members of Congress by foreign-based entities who have
interests counter to the citizens of the United States of America, aka “We the
People”.
The Republican Party took control over the US Congress in November, primarily due
to the significant support of two Israeli organized crime cabal bosses, with money
from massive human sex-trafficking, prostitution and illegal narcotics trafficking.
What exactly is this large Worldwide Organized Crime Cabal (OCC)?
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The OCC is comprised of three main divisions. The first is the International Zionist
crime Syndicate (IZCS), an expanded form of the Meyer Lanski Crime Syndicate,
which served as an action-agent for Israel and the City of London Rothschild
(RA-shield) World Zionists (WZs) whose power stemmed from the fiat money of the
“Central Banksters”.
The Lanski Organized Crime Syndicate absorbed the Italian Cosa Nostra and was
the action-agent of the Rothschild-founded World Zionists operating out the City of
London private fiat Banking System and Israel, empowered financially by the
Federal Reserve System, the world’s largest fiat counterfeiter.
The second component is the Bush Crime Cabal (BCC), which gained initial power
under Prescott Bush (aka, Prescott Scherf), and grew in power over the last 50
years after it assassinated JFK, RFK and MLK and hijacked about 50% of the CIA
and a large portion of the US Military.
The IZCS and the BCC became joined at the hip and together have embedded
many agents and/or assets in high US government offices and have solidified
control over most members of Congress, the US Department of State and the US
Department of Justice. Only the US Military now remains independent for the most
part, except for a certain sector owned and controlled by the OCC.
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From Rense.com
The third component of the OCC are the independent crime syndicates,
occult networks which include the Temple of Set, the Satanic Church of the Process
of the Final Solution (MI-6); High Freemasonry groups interlinked, while some are
linked to NATO and Gladio false-flag terror, such as Propaganda Duis (P2), and
various large industries, including aspects of Big Pharma, some large international
defense contractors; and all drug cartels, many of which are joint ventures with the
CIA, the DEA and the Mossad, as well as other Intel agencies around the world.
Any large corporate group or criminal venture that has a great deal of money can
buy or bribe representation at the USG roundtable of two-faced criminals via the
70,000 K Street lobbyists. Many lobbying funds are provided in secret to members
of Congress and other USG officials in numbered offshore accounts, called
“set-aside allocations”.
Current Republican Party chiefs are known war-mongers and OCC tools,
so expect more new Unconstitutional, Unprovoked, Undeclared and
Un-winnable Perpetual Wars in 2015.
It is known that the lobbying money places the Republican Party primarily under
the leadership of the OCC, who can easily actuate their known propensity to
support wars to profit its defense contractors and Wall Street banks. Do not be
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surprised if the new Congress seated in January 2015, pushes hard for more high
profit wars of acquisition for the OCC and Israel.
McCain-Feingold turned out to do more harm than good.
Experts now generally recognize the McCain-Feingold Campaign Reform Act as
bringing an open door to large out-state “issue-driven” contributions to elect
candidates. This has resulted in the election of candidates who have loyalty not to
their own states, but to the large wealthy out-of-state groups providing large
contributions. But the critical and historically-bad Supreme Court decision of
Citizens United has far over-shadowed everything else and added to the damage to
the American republic far beyond McCain-Feingold.
It is now know that five of the nine Supreme Court justices have
been completely compromised by the OCC and can be ordered as
to how they will decide any individual case if the Crime Cabal so
dictates. The Justices should be immediately impeached and
fully prosecuted for corruption.
“Anonymous” has now identified 30,000 Mossad Agents.
Gordon Duff has released another blockbuster factoid that is also sending
shock-waves around the world. In a recent article on PressTV.com Duff disclosed
that the Anonymous group has uncovered a list of 30,000 names of Mossad
Agents.
It has been Anonymous’ usual pattern to set aside such data caches with
numerous sources, who will be making data dumps at what they deem “critical
times”. Intel groups of Russia, France and China now have these names. One can
easily imagine why it is unwise for the OCC to harass Russia with its puppet,
“Porky”, through Victoria Nuland in the Ukraine.
Israeli agents and assets are in a tizzy all over the world and are
expecting the hammer to drop on them, and they are correct to do so.

The names of Israeli OCC agents and assets all over the world that deploy their
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false-flag terror will be identified publicly in Intel dumps all over the world, and
much heat will be applied to them for espionage.
In this case, many of their crimes are capital and often carry the death penalty.
Certainly these Perps need to be identified, prosecuted and convicted, and then
hung by the neck until dead on a military gallows, just like they insisted the
convicted Nazis be hung at Nuremberg.
Top Intel and security insiders expect the publication of this list to result in a
coordinated effort to indict, capture, prosecute and convict all these OCC assets
and agents.
The covert criminal acts of the OCC have typically included real Gladio-style
bombings, mass-shootings and wars — all the way to fake bombings and fake
mass-shootings, like the Sandy Hoax FEMA/DHS Capstone drill that had no dead
kids, no dead teachers, or no dead anyone; and the victimless Boston Marathon
black-puffer DHS drill, with two innocent patsies, one of whom was needlessly
murdered by the FBI. The FBI is historically owned and controlled by the OCC.
It is easy to imagine that the Mossad’s agents and assets are pulling their hair out
over this one. It is a well known fact by Security and Intel experts that, once a
deep cover agent or asset’s cover is blown, they usually get “burned” one way or
another. Often, their own nation terminates them so they cannot talk, because
most will “sing” when offered immunity agreements. If allowed, this would quickly
take it up the food chain to those at the top, who ordered these inhuman acts of
terror on innocents. And now that appears to be the very unexpected thing is
happening.
The OCC’s harassment of the Russian Republic through Victoria Nuland
and the OCC-controlled part of the US State Department is “not too
bright” an idea.
It seems that some entity seeded a sophisticated Stuxtnet virus into a large power
station reactor in the Ukraine, which will make it essential to purchase even more
than normal amounts of natural gas and oil from the Russian Republic. You can bet
that President Putin is ready to help and win the hearts and minds of most the
Ukrainians by being willing to “turn the other cheek” and sell much needed gas and
oil to the Ukrainians. It is this kind of crafty, but humane statesmanship that
makes President Putin so popular.
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One report claims this man who
runs a well known WZ/Israeli
espionage front is retiring in
2015.
Special units of OCC Agents and Assets comprise secret terror cells that set up and
deploy acts of terror against innocent civilians to enhance the state police powers
of those they control. We know that inside America, those who do the anti-terror
training and the Israeli espionage front are the ADL and other Mossad/Israelilinked espionage.
This Israeli anti-terror training of almost every major police department in America
has created a “shoot to kill” attitude over any citizen non-compliance, rather than a
“protect and serve” attitude.
What all this anti-terror training and Israeli created and owned Homeland Security
(DHS) has done is to convert most urban police officers to agents of the Israeli
State. This has transformed the police view of the citizens they are supposed to
protect and serve to something similar to Palestinians — people to be harassed,
tyrannized, abused, tazed, gassed, and shot down over even minor
non-compliance.
The Israeli anti-terror training and the Militarization of the Police is now
producing extreme blow-back which will only get worse until the Police
break off with their Israeli “anti-terror” training.
This incredibly abusive anti-terror orientation and militarization of the American
police culture has began to produce serious push-back as noted with the recent NY
assassination of two police officers. There is a good chance that this will resort to
numerous copy-cat police assassinations by nutcases all over America. This trend
will continue and will become a popular copy-cat obsession among the disturbed
who have been needlessly abused by Police.
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When police become agents of the Israeli state and act like Neo-Bolsheviks, they
should realize it is sort of like painting a target on themselves, and many should
realistically expect to be gunned down over nothing, shot from their blind spots
with no warning. Sadly, typically the dirty thug cops, aka the “thumpers” or ‘roids
who abuse the most do not get assassinated in the line of duty, but only the good
police because they are a much larger proportion than the truly bad highly abusive
ones.
Over time this militarization of the Police has tended to create a Police Officer’s
view of the Public as “the enemy” to be killed in the police Officer’s subconscious
mind. Many urban Police who work in large cities which turn into lawless jungles of
crime at night feel increasingly threatened because of the numerous periodic
Homeland Security reports that continue to smear many ordinary Americans who
want the US Constitution and Rule of Law restored. According to one of the latest
DHS Watch Lists of possible Domestic Terrorists, Catholics are the number one
threat, Evangelical Lutherans are the number two threat, and veterans the Number
three threat.
It should be obvious to any person that knows these three groups well that they
are in fact the least likely to ever become domestic terrorists. We now know for a
fact that the biggest group of Terrorists living inside America are those who are
members of the OCC, owned or controlled by it and involved in deployed
Gladio-style synthetic terror to enhance the police powers of the State.
And we also know that the FBI is completely owned and controlled by the OCC and
works very hard to select retarded, mentally ill and mind-kontrolled patsies and
then provides explosives, weapons and training to them and coerces or
manipulated them to act out. More often than not these entrapments fail and the
FBI is shown for what it is, an “twisted sister” organization that has no official
Charter, no Official mandate, is completely illegal, functions to produce synthetic
terror and cover up the crimes of the OCC and abuse federal whistle-blowers like
Mark Novitsky, and has no actual right to even exist (just like DHS).
Unfortunately DHS is little more than an internal Israeli Occupation Force (Police
State Army for Israel and the WZs) that was set up in an attempt to transform
America into GAZA II, which would then become the largest open-aired prison
camp in the World and would also transform the American People into the World’s
“New Palestinians.”
Inside sources deep inside the international security and Intel community have
indicated that these services all over the world are now abuzz with discussions
about what to do to dis-empower the OCC. For the first time, a new clarity has
emerged about who is deploying terrorism and staged wars for massive war profits.
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For the first time ever a major lane change has now occurred in
numerous Governments and their Intel and security Apparatuses.

Thanks to the hard work of the VT Team in Damascus, there are detailed
discussions on how synthetic terrorism is deployed by the Organized Crime Cabal
(OCC) to gain increased control over many governments. The OCC does the
Terrorism, usually through Cutouts and then asserts that it has the solutions and
corrections by claiming to be the world experts on fighting terror.
Often the IZCS part of the OCC provides all-expenses paid junkets to Israel, where
a secret Koolaide is often served and consumed which can instill powerful
obsessions and delusions to support Israel no matter what.
Many security, Intel, and top government officials are realizing — due to the
disclosures in Damascus — that it is always the same folks who offer special
anti-terror training and security solutions who have deployed false-flag terror.
These deep cover Israeli operatives and agents who are doing espionage against
nations are going to be identified to the last person by those whom Anonymous
has already provided such files to. You can bet that the files may be dumped by
either the Russian Republic, China or even French Intel — or perhaps all of them
simultaneously. It is believed that “the List” is now circulating to the Intel agencies
of many other nations at this time.
All Secrecy is now ending, and everything will be screamed from the
rooftops.
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You cannot work for the OCC or be its asset unless
you are notably Two-faced.
If you’ve been naughty, now is the time to clean up your act. If you are a member
of Congress and owned by the OCC, stop following its directives. If you must,
resign and go in peace and clean up your act. Security and Intel experts, as well as
organized crime experts, will tell you that large organized crime or espionage
operations cannot exist without absolute secrecy imposed.
Once this secrecy is lifted, open season will be declared on these criminals and
they will become attacked from all sides by an enraged public.
Deep cover agents of espionage and assets who serve the OCC are incredibly
soulless and two-faced.
Once they are fully exposed publicly, their power will quickly erode, no matter what
they try as a counter measure. They will be fully exposed with Intel dumps by Intel
and security units that are being abused by the OCC, such as the Russian
Federation and Iran, who may have also gained the ability to crack quantum
cryptography remotely in mere seconds, rather than days or months of computing.

One of the very first
quantum computers
Full exposure of the OCC and all its agents and assets is coming because the new
quantum computers can hack any system by satellite without any direct
connection. Enough said about this highly classified technology that the Russian
Republic has and is going to share with China.
I know this will seem incredible to many readers, but don’t take my word for it, do
your own research on quantum physics, quantum computing and cryptography.
One last effort that is needed is for all the nations’ leaders, diplomats, security and
Intel and citizens to wake up and understand what the OCC is, what it has done,
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and how it must be stopped at every level it functions at. This is the recent
disclosure of the horrific practices of the American torture machine done by the
Bush Crime Cabal at the direction of the IZCS, who are very experienced at
tyrannizing and torturing Palestinians. This US torture report is highly redacted and
cleansed, but is still quite nasty and indicates war crimes and spells out gross
criminal abuse against humanity.
This report on torture ordered by the USG is available on the Internet for those
who want to read a highly redacted version. In weeks to come, the real torture
practices and murder techniques will be revealed and actual movies and photos will
be released. As you can imagine, this torture matter alone will create a whole new
worldwide awareness of the OCC and its inhuman acts and war crimes.

*Gordon Duff is the Managing Director and Senior Editor of Veterans Today,
a Marine combat veteran of the Vietnam War. He is a disabled veteran and
has worked on veterans and POW issues for decades. He is an accredited
Diplomat and is generally accepted as one of the top Global Intelligence
Specialists. He manages the world’s largest private intelligence organization
and regularly consults with governments challenged by security issues.
Gordon Duff has traveled extensively, is published around the world and is a
regular guest on TV and radio in numerous countries. Gordon Duff is a trained
chef, wine enthusiast, avid motorcyclist and gunsmith specializing in historical
weapons and restoration. His business experience and interests are in energy
and defense technology. He is the Managing Director of Adamus Defense
Group of Switzerland.
**Jim Dean is the Chairman of Veterans Today and wears many hats,
ranging from day to day operations to the development, writing and editing of
numerous articles. He also has an active schedule of international TV and
radio interviews. He has numerous contacts on the ground in the Mideast and
provides detailed reports in his articles and on Veterans Today News Reports
Radio. Jim Dean is also a member of the Military Order of World Wars,
Association for Intelligence Officers, and the Senior Vice President, Adamus
Defense Group, Switzerland.
***Colonel James Hanke is a Veterans Today Director and US Army
Special Forces (Ret.) Colonel Hanke is Former G2 Third Army, NATO Nuclear
Weapons Commander, Attache to Israel, A-Team Leader Vietnam, and a
Director of Operations, Adamus Defense Group, Switzerland.
****Mike Harris is the Financial Editor of Veterans Today, a radio host, a
former GOP Campaign Finance Chairman, gubernatorial candidate for Arizona,
and a Senior Vice President of Adamus Defense Group, Switzerland. Mike is an
expert in full-contact mixed martial arts. His long term expertise in such has
gained him a lot of respect and the nickname “Iron Mike”.
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